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"Extraordinary." --Stephen King "This book is not simply the great American novel; it's
the great novel of las Americas. It's the great world novel! This is the international story
of our times. Masterful." --Sandra Cisneros También de este lado hay sueños. On this
side too, there are dreams. Lydia Quixano Pérez lives in the Mexican city of Acapulco.
She runs a bookstore. She has a son, Luca, the love of her life, and a wonderful
husband who is a journalist. And while there are cracks beginning to show in Acapulco
because of the drug cartels, her life is, by and large, fairly comfortable. Even though
she knows they'll never sell, Lydia stocks some of her all-time favorite books in her
store. And then one day a man enters the shop to browse and comes up to the register
with a few books he would like to buy--two of them her favorites. Javier is erudite. He is
charming. And, unbeknownst to Lydia, he is the jefe of the newest drug cartel that has
gruesomely taken over the city. When Lydia's husband's tell-all profile of Javier is
published, none of their lives will ever be the same. Forced to flee, Lydia and eight-yearold Luca soon find themselves miles and worlds away from their comfortable middleclass existence. Instantly transformed into migrants, Lydia and Luca ride la
bestia--trains that make their way north toward the United States, which is the only
place Javier's reach doesn't extend. As they join the countless people trying to reach el
norte, Lydia soon sees that everyone is running from something. But what exactly are
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they running to? American Dirt will leave readers utterly changed. It is a literary
achievement filled with poignancy, drama, and humanity on every page. It is one of the
most important books for our times. Already being hailed as "a Grapes of Wrath for our
times" and "a new American classic," Jeanine Cummins's American Dirt is a rare
exploration into the inner hearts of people willing to sacrifice everything for a glimmer of
hope.
The understanding of subjective perceptions of wellbeing, that is, the perceived needs
and current levels of satisfactions of people, could provide valuable information for
policy and decision makers. It would allow for the mapping of the envisaged impacts of
policy against things that people value and care about, thus providing information about
the positive and negative potential of different policy options to impact upon human
welfare. In this book, Dr Silva Larson takes us on a journey of explorations into the
things that are important to people. She argues that an approach which takes into
account both what people value most and how satisfied they are with the current state
of affairs would assist decision makers with identifying perceived regional priorities.
Further, she proposes and describes one such approach, that of using a quantitative
composite value that combines both types of information, and demonstrates, using two
shires in the Great Barrier Reef region of Australia as examples, how this can be done.
The resulting “action lists” identify and quantify the unsatisfied needs of most
importance to most people in the region, that is, factors that have high potential to
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improve the quality of life of residents, if restored.
Don't be another real estate victim! Get the know-how and tools you need to select,
negotiate, and purchase a home on your terms Did you know that most buyers
unwittingly pay thousands more for their homes than they should? Written by a
nationally celebrated consumer advocate and former real estate broker, Not One Dollar
More! tells you what you should know, do, and say to protect your hard-earned cash.
The author takes you inside the maneuverings of the industry and explains in jargonfree English how to avoid paying top dollar for your new home. You'll learn how to arm
yourself with simple tools and techniques to guard against real estate tricks and traps.
And you'll discover the secrets to invisible negotiation, guaranteed to win you the best
deal possible on your next home purchase--and save you a small fortune! Packed with
real-life anecdotes and case studies Includes the questions you should always ask, with
advice on inspecting homes, making offers, unearthing facts and hidden problems, and
homebuyer mistakes Shows you how to obtain the best home loan possible Helps you
find an agent who will represent your interests exclusively Includes a comprehensive
online mortgage shopping section "One of the great books on personal finance. Shows
how to get a great deal and reads like a novel.. Five stars!" --James Scoff Tiernan Jr.,
Executive Director, American Consumers Association "Certainly the best and most
enjoyable book on homebuying. Inspiring!" --Bruce Hahn, President, American
Homeowners Foundation "Shows how to hold on to your money--with GREAT
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anecdotes." --Andrew Tobias, author, The Only Investment Guide You'll Ever Need
Effective leadership is essential in any sports organisation, both in the boardroom and
on the training pitch. Leadership in Sport is the first textbook to examine sports
leadership in the round, across both management and coaching environments. It
includes a dedicated section to underpinning core leadership theories, and employs a
number of case studies throughout to show how best practice is applied in real world
settings. Drawing on expertise from some of the leading academics and practitioners
throughout the world, and from both disciplines, the book covers various leadership
issues including: facilitative leadership strategic leadership leading effective change
diversity in leadership communication and empathy motivation and performance. Key
conceptual questions—the nature of leadership, its role in sport, styles of leadership,
what constitutes ineffective leadership—and other contemporary issues are also
explored to give students and practitioners the most complete and clear picture of
contemporary leadership in sport. With useful features in every chapter, such as key
terms and review questions, this is an essential text for sport management or coaching
degree courses.
Children's book awards have mushroomed since the early twentieth-century and
especially since the 1960s, when literary prizing became a favored strategy for both
commercial promotion and canon-making. There are over 300 awards for Englishlanguage titles alone, but despite the profound impact of children’s book awards,
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scholars have paid relatively little attention to them. This book is the first scholarly
volume devoted to the analysis of Anglophone children's book awards in historical and
cultural context. With attention to both political and aesthetic concerns, the book offers
original and diverse scholarship on prizing practices and their consequences in
Australia, Canada, and especially the United States. Contributors offer both case
studies of particular awards and analysis of broader trends in literary evaluation and
elevation, drawing on theoretical work on canonization and cultural capital. Sections
interrogate the complex and often unconscious ideological work of prizing, the ongoing
tension between formalist awards and so-called identity-based awards — all the more
urgent in light of the "We Need Diverse Books" campaign — the ever-morphing forms
and parameters of prizing, and scholarly practices of prizing. Among the many awards
discussed are the Pura Belpré Medal, the Inky Awards, the Canada Governor General
Literary Award, the Printz Award, the Best Animated Feature Oscar, the Phoenix
Award, and the John Newbery Medal, giving due attention to prizes for fiction as well as
for non-fiction, poetry, and film. This volume will interest scholars in literary and cultural
studies, social history, book history, sociology, education, library and information
science, and anyone concerned with children's literature.
The aim of the book is to give an up-to-date review on dam-break problems, along with
the main theoretical background and the practical aspects involved in dam failures,
design of flood defense structures, prevention measures and the environmental social,
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economic and forensic aspects related to the topic. Moreover, an exhaustive range of
laboratory tests and modeling techniques is explored to deal effectively with shock
waves and other disasters caused by dam failures. Disaster management refers to
programs and strategies designed to prevent, mitigate, prepare for, respond to and
recover from the effects of these phenomena.To manage and minimize these risks, it is
necessary to identify hazards and vulnerability by means of a deep knowledge of the
causes which drive to dam failures, and to understand the flow propagation
process.Knowledge and advanced scientific tools play a role of paramount importance
of coping with flooding and other dam-break problems along with capacity building in
the context of political and administrative frameworks. All these aspects are featured in
the book, which is a comprehensive treaty that covers the most theoretical and
advanced aspects of structural and hydraulic engineering, together with the hazard
assessment and mitigation measures and the social economic and forensic aspects
related to subject.
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the
United States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session. The
Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873
are recorded in The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States
(1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional
Globe (1833-1873)
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Public health entails the use of models, technologies, experience and evidence derived
through consumer participation, translational research and population sciences to
protect and improve the health of the population. Enhancing public health is of
significant importance to the development of a nation, particularly for developing
countries where the health care system is underdeveloped, fragile or vulnerable.This
book examines progress and challenges with regards to public health in developing
countries in two parts: Part 1 “General and Crosscutting Issues in Public Health and
Case Studies” and Part 2 “Country-Specific Issues in Public Health.” For example,
assuring equity for marginalized indigenous groups and other key populations entails
the application of transdisciplinary interventions including legislation, advocacy,
financing, empowerment and de-stigmatization. The diverse structural, political,
economic, technological, geographical and social landscape of developing countries
translates to unique public health challenges, infrastructure and implementation
trajectories in addressing issues such as vector-borne diseases and intimate partner
violence.This volume will be of interest to researchers, health ministry policy makers,
public health professionals and non-governmental organizations whose work entails
collaborations with public health systems of developing nations and regions.
Negotiation Excellence: Successful Deal Making is written by leading negotiation
experts from top-rated universities in the US and in Asia and its objective is to introduce
readers to the theory and best practices of effective negotiation. The book includes
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chapters ranging from: preparing and planning for successful negotiations; building
relationships and establishing trust between negotiators; negotiating creatively to create
mutual value and win-win situations; understanding and dealing with negotiators from
different cultures; to managing ethical dilemmas.In addition to emphasizing the link
between theory and practice, the book includes deal examples such as: Renault-Nissan
alliance; mega-merger between Arcelor and Mittal Steel; Kraft Foods' acquisition of
Cadbury PLC, Walt Disney Company's negotiation with the Hong Kong government;
and Komatsu, a Japanese firm's negotiation with Dresser, an American firm.Following
the success of the first edition, the second edition re-emphasizes the spirit of linking
theory to practice with two new chapters on emotions in negotiation and the Indian
negotiation style.
After Harm adds important human dimensions to an issue that has profound
consequences for patients and health care providers.
In the 1970's, the research agenda in insurance was dominated by optimal insurance
coverage, security design, and equilibrium under conditions of imperfect information.
The 1980's saw a growth of theoretical developments including non-expected utility,
price volatility, retention capacity, the pricing and design of insurance contracts in the
presence of multiple risks, and the liability insurance crisis. The empirical study of
information problems, financial derivatives, and large losses due to catastrophic events
dominated the research agenda in the 1990's. The Handbook of Insurance provides a
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single reference source on insurance for professors, researchers, graduate students,
regulators, consultants, and practitioners, that reviews the research developments in
insurance and its related fields that have occurred over the last thirty years. The book
starts with the history and foundations of insurance theory and moves on to review
asymmetric information, risk management and insurance pricing, and the industrial
organization of insurance markets. The book ends with life insurance, pensions, and
economic security. Each chapter has been written by a leading authority in insurance,
all contributions have been peer reviewed, and each chapter can be read independently
of the others.
"Grassroots Rising is a wake-up call, an agronomic and political blueprint, and a call to
action for America and the global body politic to address the challenge of climate
change. The best-kept secret in the world today is that the solution to the global climate
emergency and related crises lies right beneath our feet and at the end of our forks and
knives. The book is based on the premise that business as usual-profligate fossil fuel
use; degenerative food, farming, and land use; hyper-consumerism; and the status-quo
focus of the US and global elite-can and must be reversed over the next decade and
beyond. The economic system of late-stage capitalism and the biological carrying
capacity of the planet have reached points of implosion. Unfettered greenhouse gas
emissions have brought us to the brink of runaway climate catastrophe, while out-ofcontrol corporate greed, militarism, and elite rule have devastated public health, the
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environment, and the "natural capital" and democratic ethos that sustain the global
economy and political system. To survive and thrive in catastrophic times, Grassroots
Rising calls for building a world-changing, grassroots Regeneration Movement, one
based on consumer awareness, farmer innovation, political change, and regenerative
finance, embodied most recently by the proposed Green New Deal in the US. This
Regeneration Movement will enable us to not only mitigate and slow down climate
change, but actually reverse global warming by regenerating our soils and our food
system and converting to renewable energy. With these methods, we will be able to
address and resolve the interrelated crises of environmental destruction, deteriorating
public health, rural poverty, endless war, and political degeneration. Regenerative food,
farming, and land use can provide a new outlook on life, a therapeutic vision and daily
practice that demonstrates that we the people, the global grassroots, can begin to turn
away from disaster, solve our most pressing crises, and meet our most important
needs"-Leadership studies today resembles a bewildering diversity of theories, concepts,
constructs and approaches, struggling in huge part for meaning, relevance and impact.
As Dennis Tourish so eloquently puts it, much of the literature suffers from ‘unrelenting
triviality’ and ‘sterile preoccupations’. Seeking to create a clean break from this
current state of leadership studies, After Leadership begins with the premise of a postapocalyptic world where only fragments of ‘leadership science’ now remain, echoing
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Alisdair McIntyre’s imagining of such a scene as the basis for re-establishing the
foundations and focus of moral theory. From these fragments, the authors seek to
construct a new leadership studies that challenges much of the established thinking on
leadership, exposes its limitations and biases, and, most importantly, seeks to construct
the foundations of a more inclusive, participatory, bold, relational and social platform for
leadership in the future. After Leadership thus imagines a brave new world where what
leadership is and what we seek from it can be developed anew, rather than remaining
bound up in the problematic traditions and preoccupations that characterise leadership
studies today. Offering both full length chapter explorations that explore new ways of
understanding and practicing leadership, as well as shorter essays that aim to provoke
further reflection on leadership and what we seek of it, After Leadership offers a
uniquely critical and creative collection that will inspire students, scholars and
leadership educators to reconsider their understanding and practice of leadership.
This is the first book tackling the topic of world suffering. It compiles in one place the
ideas, perspectives, and findings of researchers from around the world who pioneered
research-based understanding of human suffering. Some chapters use the paradigm of
‘quality of life’ to explore ways to enhance knowledge on suffering. Other chapters
show how concepts and knowledge from suffering research can benefit studies on
quality of life. By bringing together in one volume, ideas and research experience from
the best minds and leading researchers in the fields of pain, suffering, poverty,
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deprivation, disability and quality of life (including well-being and happiness), this
volume advances social science solutions to a number of major threads of research,
most notably suffering. As a whole, the volume advances the fields of suffering and
deprivation by suggesting a working typology of suffering and by pointing out the major
paradigms for relief of suffering, such as humanitarianism, human rights, caring, and
healing. This volume provides a wealth of insights about the interaction between
suffering and quality of life, the most up-to-date characterization of worldwide suffering,
and a grasp of the implications of these data for local and global policy on health and
social well-being.
Interdisciplinary Community Development: International Perspectives is a unique look
at the innovations in interdisciplinary community development around the world.
International leaders in geography, public policy, administration, social work, education,
and public health explore the latest research, programs, and approaches to promote
strategies

Reconstructing Medical Practice examines how doctors see health care and their
place in it, why they remain in medicine and why they are limited in their ability to
lead change in the current system. Doctors are beset by doubts and feel rejected
by systems where they should be leaders - some see their role as 'flog[ging] a
derelict system to get the last breath of workability out ... for their patients'.
Others simply turn away. Rigorous studies carried out at large public teaching
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hospitals in Australia found that doctors were reluctant to increase safety in the
wider health system, despite making every effort for their 'own' patients. Doctors'
self-esteem was found to be delicate due to the uncertain nature of their work;
colleagues provide the support doctors need to deliver good care. However,
these essential relationships and their cherished connections with patients have
disadvantages: reducing doctors' ability to admit to error. On top of this, senior
doctors predict a future bereft of professional values - one where medicine is 'just
a job'. While the loss of professional identity introduces new risks for patients and
doctors, the repercussions of the more self-serving attitudes of younger doctors
are unknown. Reconstructing Medical Practice concludes that regulation, despite
its recent proliferation, is a clumsy and limited approach to ensuring good care. It
presents original and much-needed ideas for ways to rebuild the critical
relationship between doctors and the system. By better valuing communicative
interactions and workplace relationships, safe and satisfying medical practice can
be reconstructed.
A growing body of evidence from economic studies shows areas where
appropriate policies can generate health and other benefits at an affordable cost,
sometimes reducing health expenditure and helping to redress health inequalities
at the same time.
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FOR SALE: A lovely family home with good-sized garden and treehouse
occupying a plot close to woodland. Quiet, leafy road, good schools, close to the
sea and commutable to London. Perfect for kids, fitness enthusiasts, dog walkers
. . . And, it seems, the perfect hunting ground for a serial killer. On a hot July day,
Garrick and Olivia Lockwood and their two children move into 25 The Avenue
looking for a fresh start. They arrive in the midst of a media frenzy: they'd heard
about the local murders in the press, but Garrick was certain the killer would be
caught and it would all be over in no time. Besides, they'd got the house at a
steal and he was convinced he could flip it for a fortune. The neighbours seemed
to be the very picture of community spirit. But everyone has secrets, and the
residents in The Avenue are no exception. After six months on the case with no
real leads, the most recent murder has turned DC Wildeve Stanton's life upside
down, and now she has her own motive for hunting down the killer - quickly. The
Neighbour is a thrilling standalone novel by the author of Rattle, Fiona Cummins.
Majella, exhausted after the birth of her daughter, returns to her childhood home
in Queens and finds the diary of her ancestor Ginny, a diary that contains
information about a murder in her family.
Governance has become a hugely important issue within sport. Issues of
corruption and ‘bad governance’ have become synonymous with some aspects
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of sport and closer scrutiny than ever before is being applied to ensure
organisations are following international best practice in respect to how they are
governed. As sport organisations are required to become more professional and
to adopt a more transparent and accountable approach to their operations, it has
become important for all students, researchers and professionals working in sport
to understand what good governance is and how it should be achieved. This
book is the first to examine sport governance around the world. It offers a series
of in-depth case studies of governance policy and practice in 15 countries and
regions, including the US, UK, China, Australia, Canada, South Africa, Latin
America and the Middle East, as well as chapters covering governance by, and
of, global sport organisations and international sport federations. With an
introduction outlining the key contemporary themes in the study of sport
governance, and a conclusion pointing at future directions for research and
practice, this book is essential reading for any course on sport management,
sport policy, sport development, sport administration or sport organisations, and
for any manager or policy-maker working in sport and looking to improve their
professional practice.
The acclaimed author of American Dirt reveals the devastating effects of a shocking tragedy in
this landmark true crime book—the first ever to look intimately at the experiences of both the
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victims and their families. A Rip in Heaven is Jeanine Cummins’ story of a night in April, 1991,
when her two cousins Julie and Robin Kerry, and her brother, Tom, were assaulted on the Old
Chain of Rocks Bridge, which spans the Mississippi River just outside of St. Louis. When, after
a harrowing ordeal, Tom managed to escape the attackers and flag down help, he thought the
nightmare would soon be over. He couldn’t have been more wrong. Tom, his sister Jeanine,
and their entire family were just at the beginning of a horrific odyssey through the aftermath of
a violent crime, a world of shocking betrayal, endless heartbreak, and utter disillusionment. It
was a trial by fire from which no family member would emerge unscathed.
USA Today, Wall Street Journal, and Publishers Weekly National Bestseller “An eloquent,
charismatic, and knowledgeable [critique] of a corrupt system.”—Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., from
the foreword “Dr. Mercola is a visionary, pioneer, and leader.”—Del Bigtree, host of The
Highwire Multiple New York Times best-selling author Dr. Joseph Mercola and Ronnie
Cummins, founder and director of the Organic Consumers Association, team up to expose the
truth—and end the madness—about COVID-19. Through vigorous research, over 500 references
to peer-reviewed scientific journal articles, official government statistics, and public health
research findings from around the world, the authors lay bare the urgent need for a global
awakening. It is time to come together, demand the truth, and take control of our health. The
Truth About COVID-19 is your invitation to join Dr. Mercola and Cummins as they educate and
organize for a healthy, equitable, democratic, and regenerative future. *The Paperback Edition
is Updated with a New Preface by Dr. Mercola* "Phenomenal . . . required reading for this time
in our lives."—Shawn Stevenson, host of The Model Health Show “Dr. Merola has changed the
way we think about health.”—Dave Asprey, New York Times bestselling author and host of
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Bulletproof Radio
This handbook presents a diverse range of effective treatment approaches for individuals with
intellectual and developmental disabilities (IDD). Its triple focus on key concepts, treatment and
training modalities, and evidence-based interventions for challenging behaviors of individuals
with IDD provides a solid foundation for effective treatment strategies, theory-toimplementation issues, and the philosophical and moral aspects of care. Expert contributions
advocate for changes in treating individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities by
emphasizing caregiver support as well as respecting and encouraging client autonomy, selfdetermination, and choice. With its quality-of-life approach, the handbook details practices that
are person-centered and supportive as well as therapeutically sound. Topics featured in the
handbook include: Functional and preference assessments for clinical decision making.
Treatment modalities from cognitive behavioral therapy and pharmacotherapy to mindfulness,
telehealth, and assistive technologies. Self-determination and choice as well as community
living skills. Quality-of-life issues for individuals with IDD. Early intensive behavior interventions
for autism spectrum disorder. Skills training for parents of children with IDD as well as staff
training in positive behavior support. Evidence-based interventions for a wide range of
challenging behaviors and issues. The Handbook of Evidence-Based Practices in Intellectual
and Developmental Disabilities is a must-have resource for researchers, clinicians, scientistpractitioners, and graduate students in clinical psychology, social work, behavior therapy, and
rehabilitation.
The field of occupational health and safety constantly changes, especially as it pertains to
biomedical research. New infectious hazards are of particular importance at nonhumanPage 17/19
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primate facilities. For example, the discovery that B virus can be transmitted via a splash on a
mucous membrane raises new concerns that must be addressed, as does the discovery of the
Reston strain of Ebola virus in import quarantine facilities in the U.S. The risk of such infectious
hazards is best managed through a flexible and comprehensive Occupational Health and
Safety Program (OHSP) that can identify and mitigate potential hazards. Occupational Health
and Safety in the Care and Use of Nonhuman Primates is intended as a reference for vivarium
managers, veterinarians, researchers, safety professionals, and others who are involved in
developing or implementing an OHSP that deals with nonhuman primates. The book lists the
important features of an OHSP and provides the tools necessary for informed decision-making
in developing an optimal program that meets all particular institutional needs.
Stormy debates about genetically engineered (GE) food have raged throughout the world in
recent years, and the issue is now more potent than ever. Seventy to eighty percent of
processed foods now sold in supermarkets contain genetically engineered ingredients, and the
trend is growing at a startling rate. This second, completely revised edition of Genetically
Engineered Food is an all-in-one guide written specifically to help consumers educate
themselves about the risks posed by GE foods. Ronnie Cummins and Ben Lilliston, both
leading consumer advocates, provide comprehensive, up-to-the-minute, action-inspiring
information, including how to identify GE foods, products to avoid, brands that are GE-free, and
how to shop and act with a purpose. They discuss all of the ethical, environmental, and health
arguments against GE food, how these foods are being regulated in the United States and
abroad, and why consumers are right to oppose them. Genetically Engineered Foods is the
first and still one of the few consumer-oriented guides addressing this important subject.
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